SUHI Wins Nova Award

Monday, 26 July 2010

On July 24, 2010, the American Hospital Association (AHA) presented the Sinai Urban Health Institute and HHHC program with a NOVA Award for its hospital-led community effort to educate the families and reduce the severity of pediatric asthma on the west side of Chicago.

Established in 1993, the coveted and much acclaimed AHA NOVA Award recognizes hospitals and health systems for their collaborative efforts towards improving community health. Click here for more information.

The NOVA Award was presented at the AHA-Health Forum Leadership Summit in San Diego, CA. For more pictures from the event, please see below:

Picture: SUHI Education Coordinator, DeShuna Dickens accepting the 2010 NOVA Award at the AHA-Health Forum Leadership Summit in San Diego, CA

Picture (Left to Right): Sinai Board Member, Neil Goldstein; AHA NOVA Awards Committee Member, Raymond Grady; Sinai CEO Alan Channing; SUHI Education Coordinator, DeShuna Dickens
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